A common adversary can unify and empower those whose lives it touches, as cancer did for staff in the College of Veterinary Medicine. When Dee Bergman’s mother, a co-worker and another employee’s spouse all were stricken with breast cancer, Bergman and her office-mates mobilized to help others fight the disease. During the past two years, these caring employees and their family members have walked mile upon mile during an annual fund- raiser that celebrates survivorship and supports cancer programs and research.

Likewise, Karen Carney, Office of Continuing Education, reaches out to assist others facing challenges similar to those she’s known in her own life by giving to charities supported by the Campus Charitable Fund Drive. “I give . . . because I have two small children and so know firsthand how challenging parenting can be for those who have very stable life circumstances,” Carney said. “(Also) nearly every family, including my own, has someone dealing with some form of mental illness – clinical depression, schizophrenia, mood-disorders, dementia . . . and people need to have a place where they can go for information and help.”

Charitable organizations such as those supported by the campaign rely upon individuals to provide the majority of the resources they need – both in terms of helping hands and desperately needed funds. Without the volunteers and donors, many of the programs and services these organizations provide would not be possible. University of Illinois employees’ contributions to the hundreds of organizations supported by the CCFD enable agencies close to home and around the world to fight myriad social problems, such as disease, poverty, homelessness and racism. By generously sharing their time and money, Illinois-employees enrich the lives of others through job-readiness training, educational opportunities, constructive leisure activities and preservation of natural resources.

Everyone, from the very youngest to the very oldest, benefits from programs made possible by these agencies. Illinois employees’ contributions, no matter how small, form the stepping-stones to a positive future.

During the turbulence the world has faced throughout the past year, neighborhood and public spiritedness have been tested time and again. Despite those challenges, UI employees have demonstrated that community spirit and humanitarianism still thrive.

You decide which charity receives your donation

The Campus Charitable Fund Drive offers many ways to contribute with individual agencies to choose from. Many of them are here in Champaign County, serving your family and friends; many others provide services across the country and extend to all parts of the world. Consider a donation to one or several of the following organizations that are participating in this year’s fund drive. More information on these organizations is in the brochure distributed by departmental volunteers or you can look online.
Those who contributed $1,000 or more are designated as Campus records at the end of the 2001 Campus Charitable Fund Drive. We apologize if any names were inadvertently omitted.
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High standards: Last year, the sections with the highest percent of employee participation in their respective groups were recognized at a women’s basketball game. From left, Kathy Kral and Jerry Young from the Office of Business and Financial Services (medium category), which had 51 percent of their employees participating; Douglas Simpson and Udo Diert, department of statistics (small category), which achieved 100 percent participation; Chancellor Nancy Kantor; Kip Mecum, representing the Division of Operations and Maintenance (large category), which achieved 51 percent participation; and Leigh Estabrook, chair of last year’s
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2002 CAMPUS CHARITABLE FUND DRIVE
Advisory Board Members

Jack Dempsey, chair
Kelly L. Landry, co-chair
Pamela Volk, chancellor's liaison
Loren Bode
Karen Carney
William Dick
Leigh Estabrook

Dan Clark
Susan Close
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Chris Hollerin
Melvin Jordan
Gail Klein
Sharon Kuehl
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Frankie Pitts
Debbie Smith

Mark Stanley
Amy Tarar
Steve Vursell
Jeanette Weider
Buckey Weateley
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Connie Coleman
Karina Crawford
Janet Davis
Terry Davis
Barb Elmore
Pat Gallagher
Karen Garretts
Margaret Harris
Lilian Hoddeson

Karen Rodgers
Cecile Steinberg
Dianna Wells

Mildred/Nursing
Rita Knight*
Debra McCaill* 
Linda Moore
Tina Medlin Wilson

Molecular and Celluar Biology
Joan Cornell*
Diane Combs
Jim Peeples
Audra Weinstein
Denise Wells

Operation and Management
Bob Ward*
Jim Barshing
Terence Bolden
Dave Braalsma
Diane Baur
Ramona Burns
Carol Caron
Sam Cassaro
Ronnie Clabome
Lynn Davis
Jim Douglas
Kenny Downs
Erik Edelson
Ruth Harris
Bobby Howard
Anne James
Tony Kelley
Kenny Ketchum
Marshall Klein
Kathy Schuler Krewson
Theresa Lewis
Rodney Mannamno
Tom Martin
Rick Mathis
Donna McClure
Chris McCoy
Kevin Newcomb
Sandy Peyton
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Jim Vaughn
Brad Ward
Phyllis Winters/Williams
Bob Withers

Psychology
Connie Keith*
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Lon Watson
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Statistics
Vasa On/*

Student Affairs
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University Administration
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Donna Jesse
Gayle Layman
Ed Maccoro
Susan Matson
Mary Parker
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Heidi Rockwood
Irma Ryan
Virginia Stahl
Barb Stovall
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Gayle Wildman

Veterinary Medicine
Randy Singer*
John Angus
Linda Franklin
Tony Goldburt
Niki Hausmann
Mary Kelm
Carla Manuel
Amanda Matson
Perry Pochert
Mark Simon
Linda Swett
Eileen Walters
Julia Whittington

Special thanks to Doris Dahl and Sharrta Forest for their work in preparing this insert.